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A B S T R A C T

In situ tensile tests inside a scanning electron microscope chamber are conducted on spark

plasma sintered Al and Al-1 vol.% CNT composites to understand the strengthening and

deformation mechanisms due to long (25–30 lm) CNT reinforcement addition. Al–CNT

composite shows 40% higher tensile strength, and 65% higher stiffness for mere 1 vol.%

CNT addition. The failure occurs by CNT pullout from the matrix, which is directly imaged

during the tensile testing. Telescopic sliding of CNT walls is also observed which aids to

strengthening.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Carbon nanotube (CNT) has been explored as reinforcement

for developing high strength aluminum based composites,

due to its high surface/volume ratio, elastic modulus (0.6–

1.1 TPa) and tensile strength (35–110 GPa) [1,2]. Fabrication of

Al–CNT composites has largely been done through powder

metallurgy techniques. The dispersion of CNT in Al has been

done by ball milling [3–7], wet chemistry [8], blending [9],

chemical vapor deposition [10], spray drying [11] and nano-

scale dispersion [12]. The consolidation has been carried out

through compaction and sintering [13–15], cold and hot iso-

static pressing [3,16], hot rolling [4], spark plasma sintering

[17,18] and thermal spray techniques [9,11,19–21] These pro-

cesses are often followed by hot extrusion and/or heat treat-

ment to provide enhanced densification to the consolidated

structure [5,6,17,22].

The major challenges in fabricating Al–CNT composites

are twofold: (i) the dispersion of CNT in Al matrix and (ii) nat-

ure of bonding at Al/CNT interface. The high surface energy of

CNTs leads to agglomeration, which is deleterious to
strengthening of the composite. The favorable thermodynam-

ics and fast kinetics of aluminum carbide (Al4C3) formation

makes its existence inevitable at Al/CNT interface, even in ra-

pid processes like SPS and plasma spraying [11,17,20]. Thick

layer of brittle Al4C3 at Al/CNT interface is deleterious for

the mechanical properties. Although it has been reported a

thin (2–10 nm) layer of the Al4C3 enhance the anchoring and

pinning of CNTwith the Al matrix resulting in higher strength

[23]. The strengthening in Al–CNT composites has been

attributed to multiple mechanisms: (i) fiber strengthening by

load transfer through the interface [3,24], (ii) dislocation

pile-up or strain hardening [3,21,25] and, (iii) grain boundary

pinning and fine sub-grain formation [21]. These findings do

not lead to an obvious inference regarding which mechanism

dominates the strengthening. However, among all the pro-

posed mechanisms, fiber strengthening is the most agreed

one, due to one dimensional fiber like structure of CNT with

a very large aspect ratio. This is augmented by the fact that

post consolidation extrusion leads to CNT alignment resulting

in enhanced strengthening [6,7]. The fracture strength of me-

tal–CNT composites has been explained using shear lag
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model, for discontinuous fiber reinforcement [26]. The critical

length of 50 nm diameter CNT for strengthening in Al–CNT

system is estimated as 10–15 lm [7]. The present study uti-

lizes long (25–30 lm) and slender (10–30 nm diameter) CNT

reinforcement to provide a direct evidence of CNT induced

strengthening in aluminum based composite using in situ ten-

sile tests inside a SEM chamber.

Previous experimental studies including direct observa-

tion of the interaction of matrix and CNTs (or other nano-

reinforcements) have tended to focus on one of two methods;

(i) the deformation of an individual reinforcement or (ii) the

interfacial strength between reinforcement and the matrix

at the scale of the reinforcement. Lourie et al. [27] and Wagner

et al. [28] observed fracture and buckling in individual CNTs in

reinforced polymers using an in situ TEM experiment in which

the sample was thermally loaded using the electron beam

and qualitative analysis of damage was completed. Filleter

et al. [29] measured tensile strength and observed deforma-

tion mechanisms of irradiated double-walled CNTs with a

thermally actuated in situ TEM load frame. Qian et al. [30]

investigated the interfacial strength of CNT reinforced poly-

mer composites using thermal loading within the chamber

of a TEM. Deng et al. [31] used a micro-load frame inside a

high resolution TEM to investigate the deformation mecha-

nisms in electron transparent CNT–PEEK composites. Boesl

et al. [32] used a focused ion beam to mill 10 lm long ZnO

reinforced polymer l-cantilevers and an omniprobe microma-

nipulator to investigate fracture mechanisms in polymer

nanocomposites. In situ SEM/AFM pullout experiments have

also been used to investigate the interfacial properties and

damage initiation of individual nanotube reinforcements

[33,34]. In situ SEM/nanoindentation has also been used to

quantify and image deformation in various nanoparticle rein-

forced systems [35,36]. While each of these techniques inves-

tigated important phenomenon, the scale of each experiment

is on the order of the individual reinforcement, and therefore

it is uncertain if the mechanisms that are being observed

have any relationship to the deformation mechanisms pres-

ent in bulk samples. Moreover, most of those in situ studies

have been performed on polymer and ceramic matrix com-

posites. The fiber strengthening mechanism in bulk Al–CNT

or other composite systems has always been inferred indi-

rectly based on the post deformation fracture surface observation.

Signs of fiber strengthening are deduced from the pull-out/

protruded CNTs, alignment of CNTs along the loading direc-

tion, dislocation pile-up around CNTs, and crack bridging

[5,11,17,19,21]. However, no direct in situ observation of CNT

strengthening in bulk samples has been observed or reported

in the literature.

The prime novelty of this study is the shift from testing

sample sizes on the order of the constituent to the use of

an in situ load frame that can quantify bulk properties, while

directly imaging strengthening mechanisms of nano-rein-

forcements using a SEM. Load and displacement are mea-

sured on the bulk scale while imaging remains on the

constituent scale. Elongation, crack initiation and propaga-

tion, and CNT pull-out are observed in real time inside the

SEM, providing insight on the role of CNT in strengthening

of the bulk composite.
2. Experimental procedure

Thin and long multiwall CNTs with diameter ranging 10–

30 nm and length 25–30 lm were obtained from C-Nano Tech-

nologies (Beijing, China). Aluminum powder (H3, Valimet Inc.,

USA) of spherical shape with 90% particles having diameter

<10.5 lm and purity P99.7% was used as the matrix. Al-

1 vol.% CNT composite powder was prepared by wet-mixing

method using acetone as the medium. Nanotubes were ultr-

asonicated in acetone for 2 h to disperse in liquid medium.

Once dispersion was achieved, Al powder was introduced

gradually in the suspension and further ultrasonicated for

one hour. Composite powder was dried in a vacuum oven at

60 �C for 2 h. Fig. 1a shows a SEM image of the Al–CNT powder

mixture after vacuum drying. The powder was consolidated

by spark plasma sintering (SPS) in vacuum. A heating rate of

50–60 �C/min was applied to reach a maximum temperature

of 500 �C, with a hold time of 1 h at 80 MPa pressure. The pow-

ders were consolidated into 40 mm diameter and 5 mm thick

pellets (Fig. 1b). Pure Al powder was also consolidated under

similar conditions, as a reference sample. Flat dog bone

shaped samples were fabricated from the SPS disks using

wire EDM (Fig. 1c). Surface of the machined tensile samples

was gently ground to remove machining effects. The overall

length of each sample was 27.82 mm with a gage length of

6.60 mm and thickness 2.28 mm. Density of the sintered Al

and Al–CNT composite was measured using a Helium pyc-

nometer (Accupyc II 1340: Micro-metrics Instrument Corpora-

tion, Norcross, GA, USA). The density of Al and Al-1 vol.% CNT

was measured to be 99.9% of theoretical density computed

using rule of mixtures.

An MTI SEMtester 1000 micro load frame was used to load

the samples inside the electron microscope vacuum chamber

(JEOL, JIB 4500 Dual-Beam FIB-SEM). Concurrent loading and

imaging of the sample occurred during each test. The sam-

ples were loaded in displacement control at a rate of

0.2 mm/min and SEM imaging was conducted at 20 keV over

the duration of the test in which the typical chamber pressure

was 7.0 · 10�4 Pa. Samples were imaged at a scanning rate of

0.15 full-scan/s and was captured at a resolution of 640 · 480

and 30 fps during loading. Post-test imaging was completed

using a higher-resolution FESEM (JEOL 7000F). A minimum

of 3 tensile tests were conducted for each composition.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the experimental results for the unreinforced SPS

aluminum sample. A video (V1) of the crack propagation dur-

ing in situ tensile testing in aluminum sample is included in

the online submission. Individual still images were obtained

from the video (V1) capture during the tensile test and are

presented in Fig. 2a–d. The corresponding stress–strain

behavior during tensile test for aluminum without CNTs is

also shown. The yield strength of the aluminum sample

was measured to be 68.1 MPa. Post yield, microscale analysis

reveals the presence of microcracking and the propagation of

major cracks with an increase in load. Continued loading

leads to the coalescence of microcracks and ultimately, re-

sults in failure.



Fig. 1 – (a) SEM micrograph of Al powder and CNT after mixing. (b) Spark plasma sintered pellets (Al and Al-1 wt.% CNT) of

40 mm diameter and 5 mm thickness. (c) Dog bone shape tensile sample machined from sintered pellets using wire EDM. The

total length of the tensile sample is 27.82 mm.

Fig. 2 – Results from in situ testing of the spark plasma sintered (SPS) aluminum sample. A propagating crack in the material

is shown from (A) to (D) with the corollary load shown on the stress strain diagram. (A color version of this figure can be

viewed online.)
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Fig. 3 – In situ testing of the spark plasma sintered (SPS) CNT reinforced aluminum. Due to the brittle failure of the CNT

nanocomposite, the propagation of the major crack was not imaged, but subsequent imaging of failure in the material reveals

the mechanisms of deformation in the sample. Image (A) shows the major crack seconds after propagation and figures (B)

through (D) show the evolution of damage during subsequent loading within the major crack including CNT elongation,

pullout and breakage. (A color version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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The change in stress–strain response due to the addition

of 1 vol.% CNT is shown in Fig. 3 along with corollary images

captured from the video (V2) during loading. The yield

strength of the reinforced sample was 95.5 MPa, exhibiting a

significant 40% increase over the Al for mere 1 vol.% CNT

addition. The increase in elastic modulus (E) of Al–CNT com-

posite is visible from the higher slope in Fig. 3. The ratio of

EAl–CNT/EAl is 1.65, which indicates elastic modulus of Al–

CNT composite is 65% higher than Al without reinforcement.

However, the nature of the fracture is largely brittle without

much yielding. It has been consistently observed in Al–CNT

composites that CNT addition results in improved tensile

strength and stiffness but at the expense of ductility

[1,2,12]. A similar behavior is observed here, where strain to

failure in Al-1 vol.% CNT composite is 0.003 as compared to

0.055 for unreinforced aluminum. The strain in each sample

was estimated from the extensometer readings of the cross-

head displacement with a correction for compliance of the

machine based on a known standard. The testing conditions

did not allow for the use of standard gauge length extension

measurements such as a strain gage or an LVDT due to both

the environment (within the SEM chamber) and the small

sample size. Hence, we have not reported the absolute value

of elastic modulus ‘‘E’’ due to the uncertainty of the strain
measurement. However, the ratio of ‘‘E’’ of Al-CNT/Al for the

same loading, and analysis conditions shows that elastic

modulus of Al–CNT composite is higher than Al by 65%.

A video (V2) of the CNT pull out in Al-1 vol.% CNT sample

is also provided online. Due to the less plastic flow in Al-

1 vol.% CNT and the restrictions in the field of view in the

microscope, the propagation of the major crack was not im-

aged. The imaging was focused to capture CNT pull out in-

stead of crack propagation. The gentle pullout of several

CNTs is clearly visible in video (V2) after 20 s, which provides

a direct evidence of CNT induced strengthening. CNTs are

slowly pulled out from the matrix with a cheese like flow pat-

tern and deformation. Fig. 3a shows the major crack seconds

after failure. As loading continued, subsequent images shown

in Fig. 3b–d were captured within the major crack region at

higher magnification. Imaging of deformation and subse-

quent failure within the region verifies occurrences of CNT

loading, extension and subsequent CNT pullout upon maxi-

mum loading.

Post fracture analysis of Al-1 vol.% CNT sample is pre-

sented in Fig. 4. Representative images are shown to illustrate

the presence of CNT extension and pullout failure across the

fracture region. Evidence of CNT induced strengthening and

pulled out protrusion measuring up to 6–7 lm is shown in



Fig. 4 – Post failure SEM images of fracture surfaces: (A) Wide field view shows fiber pullout of close to 10 lm. (B) Region of

nanotube deformation. (C) Evidence of bridging of nanotubes between Al constituents. (D) Increased magnification image

from highlighted region in Fig. 4(B), image shows evidence of telescopic failure of individual nanotubes.

Fig. 5 – Post failure SEM image of fracture surface of

unreinforced aluminum sample. Larger aluminum articles

are fully sintered and show ductile failure whereas finer

aluminum particles are not fully sintered and trapped

between voids.
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Fig. 4a and c. Fig. 4b and d shows the presence of telescopic

fracture behavior at the ends of the MWCNT within a region

of approximately 100 nm. The telescopic structure is formed

due to transfer of load from the matrix to reinforcement

and then gradual failure of outer layers of the multiwall

CNT. Fig. 4b also shows evidence of CNT bridging and adhe-

sion to individual aluminum particles.

Fig. 4a and c also show finer aluminum particles with

incomplete sintering. It must be noted that aluminum pow-

der size used for this study had 10% powder as fines

(500 nm–1 lm diameter) which is more prone to thin layer

of surface oxide (Al2O3) formation due to higher surface area.

Thin oxide layer on fine particles hinders sintering. Fig. 5

shows fracture surface of unreinforced aluminum sample.

Larger aluminum particles are fully sintered and display a

classical ductile failure by coalescence of voids. The fine

and partially sintered aluminum particles are trapped be-

tween fully sintered large particles (Fig. 5). EDS analysis (not

shown here) of the individual fine Al particle did not show

presence of carbon peak suggesting lack of formation of

Al4C3 [37].

Kelly and Tyson has proposed a shear lag model for esti-

mating strengthening in short fiber composites where applied

stress is transferred to the fibers through an interfacial shear

stress [26]. The fracture strength of the composite for fiber

longer than critical length lc is given by Eq. (1):

rC ¼ rCNTVCNT 1� lc
2l

� �
þ rM 1� VCNTð Þ for l > lc ð1Þ
where lc ¼ rCNTD
2sM

is the critical length of the fiber, VCNT is the

CNT volume fraction, l is the average CNT length, D is the

CNT diameter, sm is the matrix shear strength (=rM/2), and

rCNT is the tensile strength of CNT. Assuming the following

values for these variables (l = 20–30 lm, D = 20–30 nm,
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rM = 68 MPa, lc = 2–4 lm, VCNT = 0.01, rCNT = 6–8 GPa [1]), the

estimated composite strength rC is 90–110 MPa, which is com-

parable with in situ tensile test result (95.5 MPa) for Al–CNT

composite and validates fiber strengthening mechanisms

and model. In our previous study on strengthening mecha-

nisms in Al–CNT composites, it was concluded that strength-

ening and stiffening is highest for CNT content less than

2 vol.% due to ease of dispersion [7]. A similar behavior is ob-

served in the present study.

It is concluded that longer CNTs at lower concentration are

beneficial for improving the strengthening and stiffening in

aluminum composites. Longer CNTs translates the localized

stiffening to macroscopic level. Lower CNT concentration

would minimize Al4C3 content and prevent degradation of

CNT/Al interface [37]. In situ tensile experiments have clearly

demonstrated that fiber strengthening is the dominating

mechanism in CNT reinforced composites. In future, metal–

CNT composites could be designed using longer and slender

CNTs at lower concentration for load bearing and electronic

packaging applications due to their high specific strength,

high thermal conductivity and low coefficient of thermal

expansion.
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